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Abstract-In this paper, a method for improving the conditioning of infinite element stiffness 
matrices is proposed and examined for onedimensional and two-dimensional infinite elements. This 
method is a preconditioning technique which is based on a Gram-Schmidt-like transformation induced 
by general sesquillnear forms. Although the preconditioning method can be applied to many types 
of infinite elements, it will be applied to improve the conditioning of the popular multipole infinite 
element. The paper is concluded with numerical examples demonstrating improved conditioning and 
convergence properties of the preconditioned multipole infinite element. @ 2001 Elsevier Science 
Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Infinite elements are among the most successful techniques used to solve boundary-value problems 
on unbounded domains and whose solutions satisfy some condition at infinity [ 1,2]. A simple one- 
dimensional problem to which infinite elements may be applied is the following elliptic boundary- 
value problem on the unbounded domain R = (1, co) with boundary 80 = (1): 
u(1) = 1, lim U(x) = 0. 
z+m 
The analytic solution to this problem is 
U(X) = L 
6 
Actually, the most successful infinite elements are based on the assumption that the solution u 
can be expanded in a power series in l/x: 
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This idea was suggested by Bettess [2] in 1977 and has been developed and improved over the 
last 23 years for one-dimensional, two-dimensional, and three-dimensional problems by Bettess 
et al. [2-111, Coyette et al. [12,13], Astley et al. [13-161, Burnett et al. [17-201, Demkowicz et al. 
[21-261 and Gerdes et al. [21,22,27,28] with additional contributions made by Cipolla et al. [29], 
Harari et al. [30] and Shirron et al. [31]. From the computational point of view, a very successful 
implementation of multipole based infinite elements is due to Burnett [17,18]. Following Burnett, 
an nth-order infinite element may be constructed by choosing nodes zi E (1, co), i = 1,2,. . . , n, 
such that 1 = xi < x2 < .*. < x,. These nodal coordinates are then used to construct the 
Lagrange basis functions 
k#j 
I --- 
xk 
‘7 forj=1,2 ,..., 72, (2) 
which have the usual property 
@(Xi) = s;, for i,j = 1,2 ,..., n, 
where 
6; = 
1, for i = j, 
0, for i # j 
is the Kronecker delta. The approximate solution for this infinite element is 
j=l 
where the uj approximate the values of Uh at the nodal coordinates x~j. More generally may be 
employed the nodeless Galerkin basis functions [23,24] 
&(x) 1 V(x) 7 1 1 = ;:’ = - x3+1 -J’ forj=1,2 ,..., 72, 
which satisfy the boundary conditions 
40(l) = 1, i@(l) = 0. 
The corresponding approximate solution is then 
uh(x) = 40(x:) + &jhx). 
j=l 
What has just been described are two conventional methods for constructing a single multipole 
infinite element for solving one-dimensional Dirichlet boundary-value problems of the type (1). 
However, a typical scenario is to couple these infinite elements to a mesh of finite elements. In 
general, an unbounded domain R may be partitioned into a bounded finite element domain R, 
and an unbounded infinite element domain Ri which is illustrated for the one-dimensional case 
in Figure 1. 
Figure 1. Finite/infinite element domains. 
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Figure 2. Condition number of the multipole infinite element. 
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Figure 3. Convergence curve of the multipole infinite element. 
In this configuration, a standard mesh of finite elements fills the domain 0,) and infinite elements 
covering sli are coupled to the finite elements at the boundary interfacing s1, and fli. 
A serious drawback with the use of infinite elements is numerical ill-conditioning of the resulting 
stiffness matrices. To illustrate this, an attempt was made to solve the simple boundary-value 
problem (1) using a single multipole infinite element employing the basis functions given in (3). 
The results of this endeavor are given in Figures 2 and 3. Figure 2 is a graph of the condition 
number of the infinite element stiffness matrix versus the number of multipole terms, and Figure 3 
is a graph of the normalized error 11~ - ~hll/ljull betw een the exact solution and the approximate 
solution versus the number of multipole terms. The norm used to measure the error is the 
weighted Sobolev norm 
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It can be seen in Figure 2, that for the range greater than ten multipole terms, the condition 
number of the stiffness matrix is near and above the order lOi which is the limit of arithmetic 
precision of a typical workstation. Consequently, for the range greater than ten multipole terms, 
numerical inaccuracies in the inversion of the stiffness matrix begin to take effect. The effect 
of these inaccuracies is seen clearly in the convergence curve in Figure 3. From Figure 3 it is 
seen that the error stops its downward trend and oscillates when the number of multipole terms 
used exceeds 14. Thus, we see that the multipole infinite element gives good convergence results 
in a 18digit precision computing environment as long as a limit of ten multipole terms is not 
exceeded. It has also been observed that the problem of numerical ill-conditioning is present 
in two-dimensional and three-dimensional multipole infinite elements [26,31]. Thus, if a large 
number of multipole terms is required to achieve a solution with some desired level of accuracy, 
then a preconditioning method is needed so that the infinite element stiffness matrix can be 
inverted accurately in a finite arithmetic precision computing environment. 
In this paper, we propose a method of preconditioning which is based on a Gram-Schmidt-like 
transformation induced by general sesquilinear forms. The proposed approach is illustrated on 
one-dimensional and two-dimensional problems. 
2. ELEMENTS OF ORTHOGONAL FUNCTION THEORY 
We now recall some of the concepts from the theory of orthogonal functions. Let ,%Pxn(C) 
denote the vector space of m x n matrices over the complex field Cc. The Hilbert-Schmidt inner 
product of two matrices M, N E AA,‘,(C) is defined by 
M . N = tr (MNH) , (4 
where trM denotes the trace of M and MH is the Hermitian transpose of M. The Hilbert- 
Schmidt inner product has the following properties: 
N.M=M.N, 
(M+L).N=M.N+L.N, VL,M,N E MmX”(@), t/X E @ 
(AM) . N = X(M . N), 
and 
M.M>O, VM E MmX”(@) 
with equality implying that M = 0. 
Let E = R”, where n = 1, 2, or 3 and let 52 c E. Let I, be the vector space over Cc consisting 
of complex-valued scalar fields on R and let a: V x V ---) @ be a sesquilinear form on I, [32], i.e., 
U(U + w, w) = a(u, v) + a(w, v), 
u(u, 2) + w) = u(u, v) + u(u, w), 
a(Xu, v) = Xu(u, v), 
VU,V,WEV, V’XEC. 
a(u, Xv) = Xu(u, v), 
Consider now a set of n linearly independent scalar fields belonging to V 
{&&...dn} c v 
and consider the Gram matrix I? of these fields defined by 
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It will be assumed that the sesquilinear form is definite in the sense that I? is nonsingular if 
and only if {@l, +2,. . . , gP} are linearly independent. Corresponding uniquely to the n lin- 
early independent fields {#, ti2, . . . , 4n} C V are the n linearly independent reciprocal fields 
{~1,~2,...,~n}~Udefinedby 
4*(x) = l++(x), (6) 
where Cp and @+ are the vector fields 
and x denotes a point in a. From (6), it follows readily that the reciprocal fields have the 
property: 
a (@Qj) = $, i,j = 1,2 )..., n 
and the matrix lYH is the Gram matrix of the reciprocal fields 
441,41) 441742) . . . 441,4n) 
44274Jl) 442,421 ‘. 442, c&J I. (7) 
Now, consider a linear transformation of 4 induce.d by an n x n invertible matrix X 
This transformation induces a transformation of the reciprocal vector field +* into the reciprocal 
vector field &: 
4*(x) = X-H+*(x). (9) 
The Gram matrices I? and lYmH are transformed, respectively, into the Gram matrices f and 
f-H: 
Ii, = xrxH, F-H = x-Hr-Hx-1. (10) 
The mathematical significance of (8) and (9) is that the vector 4(x) transforms as a contravariant 
vector and the vector 4*(x) transforms as a covariant vector. The mathematical significance 
of (10) is that the matrix I? transforms as a pure contravariant tensor of rank two and r-H 
transforms as a pure covariant tensor of rank two [32-341. 
Consider now the following decomposition of I’: 
r=LDU=m, (11) 
where D is a diagonal matrix, L is a lower triangular matrix with unit diagonal elements, and U 
is an upper triangular matrix with unit diagonal elements. Moreover, 
c = LD112, 0 = D1f2U, (12) 
and D’i2 is the “positive” square root of D computed using the following formula for the “posi- 
tive” square root of a complex number: 
J~+u+i&~-u , b>O, 
) 
T(t,&‘~+u-iJ~%-%u), b<O. 
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Decomposition (11) of I? induces the following decomposition of r-H: 
r-H = L-HpU-H = E-HO-H. 
(13) 
The Gram-Schmidt transformation consists of taking the transformation matrix X to be the 
lower triangular matrix 
X = L-1 = D-‘/2L-i. 
Consequently, from (lo)-(14), it follows that 
(14) 
f = XrXH = tic-H, f-H = x-Hr-Hx-1 = G-Ht. (15) 
Thus, from (15) it is seen that the transformed Gram matrix t is upper triangular with diagonal 
elements having unit complex modulus, and, similarly, the transformed Gram matrix F-H is 
lower triangular with diagonal elements having unit complex modulus. In other words, the 
Gram-Schmidt transformation yields transformed fields 4 and transformed reciprocal fields &+ 
which satisfy the following conditions: 
Consider now the special case where the sesquilinear form a: V x V + C has the following 
additional properties: 
a(% v) = a(? u), VU,lJE v 
and 
a(u, u) L 0, VVE V 
with equality implying that w = 0. Then, the corresponding Gram matrices are Hermitian 
rH = r, r-H = r-1 
and positive definite, and the reciprocal fields have the additional property that 
a (#j, #) = 6;, i,j = 1,2,. . . ,n. 
Moreover, the uniqueness of decomposition (11) and (12) yields 
U=LH 
and, since D is real and positive definite, then, also, 
Thus, the Gram-Schmidt transformation yields 
and the transformed fields and reciprocal fields 
are orthonormal in the following sense: 
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3. GALERKIN APPROXIMATION 
We now recall some concepts associated with the Galerkin method. To fix the ideas, let Q c IR2, 
and consider the following Dirichlet boundary-value problem: 
Au = f, x E R, 
+Kr = uo. 
(16) 
Here ,4 is a real-valued second-order linear differential operator 
a2u a% a% 
Au = all- + u12- ax2 +a22-+fg+b2~+CoZL, axay ay2 ay 
where aij, b,, Q E W which satisfy the condition of ellipticity 
i=l j=l i=l 
f and uc are given data, and the solution is a complex-valued function u: R -+ Cc. We now 
assume that this boundary-value problem can be cast into the following weak form: 
4% v) = l(v), VVEV, UEU, 
where a : 2.4 x V -+ C is a sesquilinear form, 1: V 3 C is an antilinear functional, 
u = {U E P(R) 1 ulan = uo} 
(17) 
is the solution space and 
v = (21 E P(Q) 1 w(an = o} 
is the space of test functions. Here H1(0) denotes a Sobolev space of complex-valued functions 
on 0. We now consider solving this boundary-value problem approximately by using the Galerkin 
method. Consider a scalar function 40 E U satisfying the Dirichlet boundary condition, and 
a finite set {#, +2,. . . ,qb”} C V of linearly independent scalar functions that define a finite- 
dimensional subspace of test functions VI, c V. Let 4 and @ be the vector fields of the basis 
functions {@, f$2,. . . , qb”} and reciprocal basis functions {&,&, . . . , q5,}, respectively, of Vh. Let 
40 and 4(; be the constant vectors 
and let f and f* be the constant vectors 
It follows from these definitions and from (6) and (7) that: 
4; = r-T4rJ and f* = r-Tf. (18) 
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Using the Hilbert-Schmidt inner product defined in (4), the Galerkin approximate solutions can 
be expressed as 
Ul 
U2 
W&(x) =40(x) +4*(x) .E, where u = 
111 
. (19) 
Un
and 
Introducing 
into (17) yields 
(20) 
a (40, @) + c a ($5 CP) uj = ~(4) 7 i = I,...,% 
j=l 
Therefore, the approximate solution u;l to the boundary-value problem (16) is obtained by solving 
the system of linear equations 
Ku* = f - 4. (21) 
for u* where 
K = I?. (22) 
Introducing 
into (17) gives 
WI(x) = $0 (x) + 4’ (x) . a, vi(x) = b(x) 
440,4i) + f: a(@j, &)d = l(&), i = l,...,n, 
j=l 
and the approximate solution uh to the boundary-value problem (16) is obtained by solving the 
system of linear equations 
K-Hu = f* - 4; (23) 
for u where 
K-H = F-l. 
(24) 
Now given (22) and (24), it follows from (6) that: 
c+*(x) = R%$(x) (25) 
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and from (18) that 
4;; = K-‘c$~ and f* = K-‘f. (26) 
Consider now transformation (8) again. It follows that for a given basis field $0 E U the vectors 
40 and & are transformed into 
&I = Wo, & = x-T+;;, 
and for a given antilinear functional 1, the vectors f and f* are transformed into 
i=Xf, 2* = X-Tf*. 
From the above definitions and (lo), it follows that the stiffness matrices transform as: 
lk = xKXT, I;;-H = x-TK-HX-~ 
We now show that 
ti=%, l+j* = X-Tu*. 
Indeed, the solution Q is given by 
g-H; = f* _ $;, 
(27) 
(28) 
(29) 
(30) 
and the solution u is given by 
K-H~ = f* - 4;. 
Multiplying the second equation by XmT and using (29), (27), and (28) gives 
and therefore, 
X-TK--H~ = X-Tf* _ X-T4;, 
k--HXu = i* _ &, 
k-HxU = I;;-H * 
U, 
ti=%.l. 
We are now ready to state the following. 
THEOREM 1. Given the boundary-value problem (16), the approximate solution is invariant 
under transformation (8), i.e., the approximate solution 
&(X) =~o(x)+~*(x)G 
is equal to the approximate solution 
uh(x) = &l(x) + 4*(x) ’ ii. 
PROOF. Using the transformation rules, we see that 
&(x) = 40(x) + @(x) . z 
= &(x) +4*(x). xii 
= c&(x) + X%&x) . Ti 
= &o(x) + 9*(x) . ii 
= z&(x). 
Therefore, 
iih = ‘1Lh. 
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COROLLARY. Given the boundary-value problem (16), the approximate solution 
z&(x) = 40(x) + 4*(x) . ii 
is equal to the approximate solution 
u;(X) = &o(x) + 4(x) . ut. 
PROOF. Take X = KmT. I 
We conclude from Theorem 1 that the accuracy of the approximate solution is fixed under 
transformation (8). On the other hand, it follows from (29) that the spectral properties of the 
stiffness matrices till change. 
4. CONDITIONING THEORY 
We now recall the definition of the spectral condition number of an n x n matrix M. 
DEFINITION. The spectral condition number of a complex valued n x n matrix M is defined by 
where 
Xmin is the minimum eigenvalue of MHM, 
x max is the maximum eigenvalue of MHM. 
The condition number r;(M) quantifies the sensitivity of the linear equation system 
Mu=f. 
More specifically, if d is the arithmetic precision of the computer in which the components of M 
are stored, and s is the number of accurate digits to which the solution vector u is computed, 
then, approximately, [35-371 
s 2 d - log,, K(M). 
Typically, we have d = 16 and, thus, it is desirable to have, e.g., K(M) < 10’ so that s > 8. More 
importantly, large r;(M) may be prohibitive for iterative solvers, making their rate of convergence 
unacceptably slow. 
Now in Theorem 1 it was shown that the approximate solution is invariant under transforma- 
tion (8). However, it is apparent from the transformation law (29) that the spectral properties 
of the stiffness matrix K can be changed drastically with appropriate choice of the transforma- 
tion X. Given an arithmetic precision d, our goal is to find a preconditioning transformation X 
so that the transformed stiffness matrix h has good conditioning, i.e., &) < rc(K). 
Preconditioning of one-dimensional multipole infinite elements consists of decomposing the 
stiffness matrix 
K=titi 
and taking the preconditioning transformation to be the lower triangular Gram-Schmidt trans- 
formation 
In general, the preconditioned stiffness matrix I% given in (29) is upper triangular with diagonal 
elements having a unit complex modulus, and this type of matrix usually has a good condition 
number. 
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In order to precondition multipole infinite elements in higher dimensions, we may take advan- 
tage of the separable variable properties of these elements [17-22,291. Higher dimensional infinite 
elements are usually formulated in separable coordinate systems having a radial coordinate (sin- 
gle infinite direction) and angular coordinates. The infinite element basis functions are usually 
taken to be a tensor product of fields 
{ cp1,(P2r...,@}, 
which are functions of the radial coordinate alone, with fields 
which are functions of the angular coordinates alone. Consequently, for the eth infinite element the 
local stiffness matrix “K may be decomposed into a tensor product of radial stiffness matrices Ri 
and angular stiffness matrices “Ai [17,18]. Let Ri be the radial stiffness matrix associated with 
applying the sesquilinear form in (17) to the set of fields 
{ cpl, (P2 ,...,cp”}, 
which are functions of the radial coordinate alone. Applying 
to the fields {cp’, (p2,. . . , cp”}, we consider the decomposition 
Ri=La 
and define the lower triangular transformation matrix 
X=E-‘. 
The radial stiffness matrices transform according to (29) as 
the Gram-Schmidt transformation 
and the transformed local stiffness matrix eK is the tensor product of transformed radial stiffness 
T--l 
matrices I!& and angular stiffness matrices “Ai. The transformation matrix X = L can usually 
be computed analytically, and it has been observed that the resulting transformed global stiffness 
matrix K has a greatly improved condition number. 
5. ONE-DIMENSIONAL INFINITE ELEMENTS 
Elliptic Model Problem 
As a one-dimensional elliptic model problem, we take the following boundary-value problem 
on the unbounded domain R = (1,oo) with boundary dQ = (1): 
d2u 15 1 7 --=-- - 
dx2 ( > 4 fi ’ 
x E P,m), 
u(1) = 1, lim u(z) = 0. 
1’03 
(31) 
The weak form of the boundary-value problem (31) reads 
where 
a(% v) = l(v), QvEV, UEU, (32) 
a(u,v) = 
s 
O” dudv 
--dx 
1 dxdx (33) 
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is the symmetric and positive definite bilinear form, 
(34) 
is the linear form, 
is the solution space, and 
u = {u E Hi&co) 1 u(l) = 1) 
V = {V E Hl(1, oo) ( w(1) = o} 
is the space of test functions. Here, H1 (1, co) is the Sobolev space endowed with the norm 
llull = 
1 
lrn ( (El2 + I@) dx. (35) 
The analytic solution of the boundary-value problem (31) reads 
1 
u(x) = -. 
X6 
Preconditioned Multipole Infinite Element 
As discussed in Section 1, the one-dimensional multipole infinite element is based on the finite 
set of functions 
1 
1 1 1 
-,- . . . - 
2 x2’ ‘xn 1 
c u. 
Using the elements of this set, we define the boundary function q5a E U as 
1 
60(x) = ; 
and the set of test functions @ E V as 
fp(x) = & - 5, forj = 1,2 )...) 12. 
The corresponding test functions subspace Vh c V is then 
Vh =wan{~1,42,...,~n}, 
and the resulting stiffness matrix is K. To compute the preconditioning transformation, we use 
a symbolic manipulator to compute the Cholesky decomposition 
and take the preconditioning transformation to be the lower triangular matrix 
c ;mis 0 0 . . 1 
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It has to be emphasized that, computing the Cholesky decomposition of K using finite precision 
numerics results in gross errors and is not, effective. This was observed when the IMSL double 
precision subroutine DLFTDS [38] was applied to compute the Cholesky decomposition of K. 
When the dimensions of K exceeded 13 x 13, the high level of ill-conditioning of K resulted 
in the computation of very small negative pivots by the subroutine DLFTDS. Obviously, for a 
positive definite matrix K all the pivots should be positive [36,37,39,40]. Consequently, when 
these inaccurate pivot computations occurred, the subroutine DLFTDS abnormally terminated 
since it is designed to work only with positive definite systems. 
Thus, with the analytical transformation matrix given above, the basis functions for the pre- 
conditioned multipole infinite element are 
i’(x) 4%) 
^ 
40(x) = 40(x)7 
i”(x) [:I I.1 =x dJ2(4 . . c&9 444 
Convergence Study of the Preconditioned Multipole Infinite Element 
The preconditioned multipole infinite element was applied to solve the elliptic boundary-value 
problem (31) and the solution results are shown in Figure 4. All integrals in this convergence study 
were computed analytically with a computer code written in Mapl,e V programming language, 
and these exact integrals were stored to a file and introduced to a code written in FORTRAN 
programming language. The FORTRAN code was used to solve the resulting stiffness equations 
and to compute the normalized error IJu- ~hll/ll~l1 using the norm defined in (35). 
NORMALIZED 
ERROR 
Ilu-uhll/llull 
5.E-3 
1 .E-3 
I 
10 20 40 70 100 
NUMBER OF 
MULTIPOLE TERMS 
Figure 4. Convergence curve of the proconditioned multipole infinite element. 
Figure 4 shows the normalized error 11~ - uhll/llull graphed against the number of multipole 
terms in logarithmic coordinates. As can be seen, the rate of convergence is constant and ap 
proximately equal to 2. Because for this one-dimensional problem the underlying bilinear form 
is symmetric and positive definite, we have the situation that was described at the conclusion of 
Section 2 in which the preconditioning transformation yields the new stiffness matrix equal to the 
identity matrix. Thus, we see that with the improved conditioning the convergence curve could 
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Figure 5. Condition number of coupled finite/infinite element stiffness matrix. 
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NUMBER OF 
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Figure 6. Error over FE domain for the coupled finite/infinite element mesh. 
be carried beyond the usual limit of ten multipole terms to 100 multipole terms which resulted 
in a decrease in the error by a factor of 10. 
We now partition the unbounded domain 0 = (1,oo) into a finite element domain s2, = (1,ll) 
and an infinite element domain Qi = (11, oo) and solve the model problem (31) by using 1000 
three-node Lagrange finite elements on Q2, and the preconditioned multipole infinite element 
on Qt. The results of this coupled finite/infinite element solution are given in Figures 5 and 6. 
Again, all integrals over the infinite element domain 52i were computed analytically while all 
integrals over the finite element domain R, were computed numerically. This time the error 
was computed over the finite element domain R, only. For the purpose of comparison we also 
considered the Dirichlet boundary-value problem over 0, corresponding to (31) in which the 
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NORMALIZED 
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Figure 7. Convergence curve of the preconditioned multipole infinite element. 
infinite element is removed and replaced with the exact Dirichlet boundary condition 
u(11) = & ( > 
3 
at the right end of s1,. This corresponding finite element problem was solved using the same 
finite element mesh as that used in the coupled finite/infinite element problem. 
Figure 6 shows the error 11~ - u~I[ measured on the finite element domain R, and graphed 
against the number of multipole terms used. As expected, we observe convergence towards the 
solution of the finite element problem in which the exact boundary condition is enforced at the 
right end of &. Figure 5 shows the condition number of the coupled finite/preconditioned infinite 
element global stiffness matrix graphed against the number of multipole terms. It is observed that 
the condition number of the coupled stiffness matrix is essentially constant and slightly greater 
than the condition number of the finite element stiffness matrix of the finite element problem 
with the exact boundary condition enforced. Thus, we see that with 100 multipole terms the 
exact solution is very closely approximated on the finite coupling boundary between C12, and Ri. 
A Second Elliptic Model Problem 
In order to illustrate the need for a larger number of terms in the multipole element, we consider 
the following problem: 
2 
-$+u=j-, X E (l,m), 
(36’) 
U(1) = 1, 
\ I 
lim U(X) = 0, 
I’M 
where 
f(X) = (9 --$+~)cos(~)+~sin(~). 
The analytic solution reads 
Again, the preconditioned multipole infinite element was applied to solve (36), and Figure 7 
shows the normalized error 11~ - u~II/IIuII graphed against the number of multipole terms. Here 
((u(( is the Sobolev norm defined in (35). 
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From Figure 7, it is clear that more than ten multipole terms are needed before the approximate 
solution becomes a reasonably accurate representation of the exact solution. This is due to the fact 
that the exact solution to (36) has an oscillatory behavior on (1,oo) as opposed to the monotone 
behavior of the exact solution to (31). Thus, a higher degree of multipole approximation is 
required to solve (36) than is required to solve (31). 
Webster’s Horn Equation 
As a one-dimensional wave problem, we take the Webster horn problem [13,41] on the un- 
bounded domain a= (1, co) with boundary da= (1) 
+ k2u = 0, r E (1, CQ), 
$1) = -kH$2’(k), lim &($+_iku) =O, 
T-+00 
(37) 
where Hi2) is the Hankel function of the second kind of order one. The weak form of the 
boundary-value problem (37) reads 
where 
a(u,tl) = -- 2 z - k2uE 
3 1 du 
- --- drE > 2 r dr (39) 
is the sesquilinear form, 
I(V) = /~H,‘~‘(Ic)5(1) (40) 
is the antilinear functional, and V = H1(l, CO) is the complex Sobolev space endowed with the 
norm 
(41) 
We emphasize that the Sommerfeld radiation condition given in (37) is not incorporated into the 
definition of the function space V, and therefore, must be incorporated by some other means (see, 
e.g., [21]). This is not necessary when formulating the approximate problem since only the basis 
functions satisfying the Sommerfeld condition are used. 
The analytic solution of the boundary-value problem (37) reads 
u(r) = Hc’(kr), 
where Hc) is the Hankel function of the second kind of order zero. The model problem will be 
solved with the wave number /C = 1. 
Preconditioned Wave Multipole Infinite Element 
The one-dimensional wave multipole infinite element is based on the finite set of functions 
{ 
e-zkr e-ikr e-ikr 
-7’7’“” 
-}cv, 
rn/2 
which satisfy the condition at infinity given in (37). Using the elements of this set, we define the 
set of test functions +J E V as 
#j(r) = $, forj = 1,2 ,..., n. 
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The corresponding test functions subspace Vh C V is then 
Vh=~pan{~l,~~,...,~~} 
and the resulting stiffness matrix is K. To compute the preconditioning transformation, we use 
a symbolic manipulator to compute the decomposition 
K=fia 
and take the preconditioning transformation to be the lower triangular matrix 
~~iG-zz+~J-l0+5&3 0 0 . . . . . . . . I. 
With this transformation matrix, the basis functions for the preconditioned wave multipole infi- 
nite element are 
i’(r) 4l (r) 
J2(r) id II = x 42(r) . . Pir) 4nir) 
Convergence Study of the Preconditioned Wave Multipole Infinite Element 
The preconditioned wave multipole infinite element was applied to solve the horn problem (37) 
and the solution results are given in Figure 8. 
CONDITION 
NUMBER 
1 .E+2 
l.E+l 
1 
““‘;‘:‘ZED ,,E_, 1 2 5 10 20 
lluuhll/llull NUMBER OF 
1 E-2 MULTIPOLE TERMS 
I.&3 
1 .E-4 
1 .E-5 
l.E-6 
I.E.7 
1.E.9 
1 .E-9 \ 
Figure 8. Stiffness matrix condition number and convergence curve of the precondi- 
tioned multipole infinite element,. 
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Figure 9. Stiffness matrix condition number and convergence curve of the precondi- 
tioned multipole infinite element. 
Figure 8 shows the condition number PC(~) of the preconditioned infinite element stiffness 
matrix and the normalized error 11~ - ~hll/ll~jl graphed against the number of multipole&erms. 
Here Ilull is the Sobolev norm defined in (41). We observe an exponential rate of convergence. 
Because the boundary-value problem (37) is one-dimensional, the preconditioning transformation 
yielded an upper-triangular stiffness’matrix with diagonal elements having unit complex modulus. 
The stiffness matrix condition number appears to grow with a linear rate. At 20 multipole terms, 
the condition number is I x 1 x lo2 and the normalized error is IIu - ~hll/ll~l\ z 1 x 10wg. 
Additional Convergence Studies of the Preconditioned Wave Multipole Infinite Ele- 
ment 
In order to investigate the effect of the wave number k on the preconditioning method, the 
horn problem (37) was solved again with different values assigned to k. In particular, we consider 
the cases where k = 0.01, k = 0.1, k = 10, and k = 100. 
For k = 0.01, the solution results are given in Figure 9 which shows the condition number rc(k) 
of the preconditioned infinite element stiffness matrix and the normalized error llzl - ~hll/llujl 
graphed against the number of multipole terms. Again, we observe an exponential rate of con- 
vergence and the condition number appears to grow at a linear rate. At 20 multipole terms, the 
condition number is ~(8) x 1 x lo2 and the normalized error is J(u - ~hll/ll~ll x 1 x 10e3. 
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Figure 10. Stiffness matrix condition number and convergence curve of the precon- 
ditioned multipole infinite element. 
For k = 0.1, the solution results are given in Figure 10 which shows the condition number I@) 
of the preconditioned infinite element stiffness matrix and the normalized error 11~1, - ‘~lhll/llu[I 
graphed against the number of multipole terms. Again, we observe an exponential rate of conver- 
gence and the condition number appears to grow linearly with the increasing number of multipole 
terms. At 20 multipole terms, the condition number is &?) M 1 x lo2 and the normalized error 
is JIu - uhJJ/IIuI[ M 1 x 10e5. 
Next, for the case where k = 10, the solution results are given in Figure 11. Again, we observe 
an exponential rate of convergence and the condition number appears to grow linearly with the 
increasing number of multipole terms. At ten multipole terms, the condition number is I M 50 
and the normalized error is IIu - ~hll/ll~ll z 1 x 10-s. 
Finally, for the case where k = 100, the solution results are given in Figure 12. Again, we 
observe an exponential rate of convergence and the condition number appears to grow linearly 
with the increasing number of multipole terms. At six multipole terms, the condition number is 
I 2 20 and the normalized error is 11~ - uhll/ljull x 1 x 10mg. 
Thus, we observe that the accuracy of the preconditioned multipole infinite element increases 
as the wave number k increases. Also the stiffness matrix conditioning is good and improves 
slightly as the wave number k increases. 
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Figure 11. Stiffness matrix condition number and convergence curve of the precon- 
ditioned multipole infinite element. 
6. TWO-DIMENSIONAL INFINITE ELEMENTS 
Elliptic Coordinates 
Let & be a two-dimensional Euclidean point space with translation space 7 and origin 0 E 1. 
Let (0; i, j} be a rectangular Cartesian coordinate system for E and consider the ellipse 
(42) 
centered at 0 with axes along the unit directions i and j. Based on (42), we consider the elliptic 
coordinate system whose inverse diffeomorphism c-l : [ 0, oo) x [ 0,27r) -+ & is 
The basis and reciprocal basis vectors of this coordinate system are, respectively, 
eP = a2 cosq5i + a,sinq5j, e4 = -a,p sin +i + a,p cos q5j 
and 
cos 4 
eP=-i+ sin4. -J, 
ax a, 
eb = _sini + !!EC?tj. 
ad w 
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Figure 12. Stiffness matrix condition number and convergence curve of the precon- 
ditioned multipole infinite element. 
The metric tensor components are 
+ a; + (CL2 - a;> cos2qb) 
G= 
!?( a: + a; - (UZ - a;> cos 24) I 
and the components of its inverse are 
The Jacobian of the coordinate transformation from elliptic to rectangular coordinates is 
J= ep*i ep.j =uzuyp. 
e4.i t+.j 
Given a scalar field IL: E 4 W, the gradient operator in elliptic coordinates is 
VU = $ep + $e@ 
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and the Laplacian operator is 
A Two-Dimensional Elliptic Model Problem 
Consider the following boundary-value problem: 
-Au = f, x E 0, 
4x-l = uo, lim u = 0, (43) 
IIX-oll+=J 
where ue and f are given data. The weak form of the boundary-value problem (43) is 
where 
u(u,v) = 
s 
Vzle Vvdx 
n 
is the symmetric and positive definite bilinear form, 
Z(w) = s vfdx 
s-l 
is the linear form, 
is the solution space, and 
u = {ZI 1 u(u,u) < 00, ulan = UIJ} 
v = {v 1 a(v,v) < Co, vlan = 0) 
is the space of test functions. Let Q c & be the region outside the following ellipse: 
fi = {c-1(P,d4 I P > 1, 0 54 < 2T) 
and let Xl c & be its boundary 
d!-I = {c-1(1,4) IO I @J < 2r). 
Using elliptic coordinates, ~(21, v) and I(v) can be expressed as, respectively, 
and 
Z(v) = u,uy 
Furthermore, separating the fields 
vf p dp d+. 
(47) 
(48) 
u = UP(P)U,($>, TJ =vrbhl(4) 
into a product of functions in the radial coordinates and the angular coordinates, the bilinear 
form (47) can be expressed as 
u(u,TJ) = 7-1(UT,?J~)u1(ua,wa) +?-2(u,,v,)a2(u,,~a) +~3(ulT,%)~3(ua,'ua) +~4(~T,Vr)~4(Ua+& 
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where 
O” O”l 
T1(% %) = J du, dv, -- dp, ’ dp & T2(% %) = J --u,‘u, dp, 1 1 P 
T3(% VT) = J O” dv, ur - dp, l.l(lLr,V,) = J O” du, & -21, dp 1 1 dp 
depend on p, and 
depend on c$. Thus, the restriction of a(u, v) to functions which are independent of C$ is 
(49) 
We now formulate the preconditioned multipole element to solve the boundary-value prob- 
lem (43). 
Preconditioned Multipole Infinite Element 
Once again, we consider the finite set of functions 
1 1 1 
-> - p p2’...‘pn 
and derive the set of radial functions 
yYo(p)=;, ,d(p)=L-L, 
P?fl p3 
forj = 1,2 ,..., 72, (50) 
which satisfy the boundary conditions 
cpo(l) =‘I, cJ(l) = 0. 
Let n, denote the number of infinite elements in a given mesh, and let en denote the number of 
geometric nodes per element in the angular direction. The total number of geometric nodes for 
the mesh is then 
n n = (en - l)n,. 
Introducing a local angular coordinate domain (-3,l) and taking % = 3, we consider the usual 
three-node Lagrange shape functions 
$YC) = -&(l - 07 ti2K) = (1 - <)(l + 0, +3(r) = ;E(l + E), (51) 
where < is the local angular coordinate. Let eal, ea2, ea3 be the global angular coordinates of the 
geometric nodes. The element transformation eT: (-1,l) + (eol,ea3) from the local angular 
coordinate to the global angular coordinate is given by 
“T(J) = 2 “CM,!+(~) 
a=1 
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Figure 13. Infinite element mesh with typical element =R. 
and the Jacobian is 
This mesh of three-node elliptic infinite elements is illustrated in Figure 13. 
Taking the tensor product of set (50) with the Lagrange shape functions (51) gives [23,24] the 
element boundary functions e&1, ec#q,2, e403 
e401(Pl 4) 
[ II 
~O(P)~O("~lW (ew4)) 
“402b$) = ~oWo(e~2)~2 (eV4)) 
e403(P, 4) Vo(P)~o(“a3)G3 (eW44) 
and the set of element test functions “@ 
Now letting 
u = (Pi(P)@ (eT-l(@)) 1 zJ= cpW# (“Wd) > 
the n X en local infinite element stiffness matrix is given by 
eK(i+n(k-l))(j+n(l-l)) = @Atl + @A$’ + @# + R&$1 
i 
fori,j=1,2 ,..., n and Ic, 1 = 1,2,. . . , en, 
where the radial stiffness matrices are 
Rij = Rij = s 001 1 2 -cpV dP, 1 P 
Rij = J co id@. 3 1 cp -dp, & Rij = 4 O” $$$dp, 
(52) 
(53) 
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and the angular stiffness matrices are 
Now introducing {cp’, (p2,. . . , cp”} into (49) yields a symmetric and positive definite stiffness ma- 
trix K. To compute the preconditioning transformation, we symbolically compute the Cholesky 
decomposition 
K=LfiT 
and take the preconditioning transformation to be the lower triangular matrix 
0 0 
0 
7 110 
/-- S-YF 
With this transformation, the radial basis functions for the preconditioned multipole infinite 
element are 
@o(P) = cpob), 
and the transformed basis functions are 
I 
I 
@l(P) (P1(P) 
d2(P) 4 1: =x (P2(P) P(P) CPYP) 
e$l (P, 5) 
1 i 
*VP) 
eJ2(PT E) G2(P) 
"i3(P,S) = +3(P) 
J 1: 
I 
I L 
Convergence Study of the Preconditioned Multipole 
The preconditioned multipole infinite element was applied 
problem (43) with the following data: 
and 
a, = 2, 
7 
e+l (0 
@ “$2(E) . 
[ I 543 (0 
Infinite Element 
to solve the elliptic boundary-value 
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Figure 15. Condition number of the preconditioned multipole infinite element. 
Corresponding to the above data, the analytic solution is 
All radial integrals were computed analytically with a computer code written in Maple V pro- 
gramming language and these exact integrals were stored to a file and introduced to a code 
written in FORTRAN. The FORTRAN code was used to compute the angular integrals, solve 
the resulting stiffness equations, and to compute the normalized error (1~1 - u~((/I\u((, where the 
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norm is defined using (47) as 
Figure 15 shows the normalized error IJu - uhll/llull graphed against the number of multipole 
terms for various infinite element meshes having from 101 to 701 infinite elements. For the mesh 
with 701 infinite elements, we observe an average rate of convergence of 2.5. Figure 14 shows 
the condition number of the preconditioned global stiffness matrix graphed against the number 
of multipole terms. We observe that the slope of the condition number appears to be reaching 
a uniform value as the number of infinite elements in the mesh is increased. With 701 infinite 
elements and 100 multipole terms, the condition number is of the order of lo7 and the normalized 
error is 11~ - uhll/llUll X 2 X lo-“. 
7. CONCLUSIONS AliD SUGGESTIONS 
FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
The preconditioning method presented here appears to work very well when applied to the 
multipole infinite elements used to solve one-dimensional and two-dimensional elliptic problems 
and one-dimensional wave problems. The method capitalizes on the separable variable properties 
of the multipole element in that the preconditioning transformation can be computed from radial 
stiffness matrices which are usually computed analytically. Essentially, preconditioning of two- 
dimensional and three-dimensional multipole infinite elements is achieved by preconditioning a 
one-dimensional radial stiffness matrix, a process which is of reasonable expense. It remains to 
be seen how well this preconditioning method will work for three-dimensional elliptic problems 
as well as two-dimensional and three-dimensional wave problems. 
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